
It starts with the slats and touches every 

component that goes into a Roller Shutter 

created by Country. Experience. Finding 

out what looks best, works reliably and lasts 

longest.

At Country we’ve taken lessons learned 

through years of experience and customer 

Roller Shutter design available anywhere in 

Australia. Thousands of homeowners agree. 

Precision roll-formed, the slats unique to 

Country are made from premium aluminium 

polyurethane that’s great for thermal 

insulation (heat and cold) and even helps 

reduce noise. The ridge that features on our 

slats gives them greater strength than more 

common designs.

The smooth, curved face of slats by Country 

enables our shutters to roll up tighter and 

smaller. That means they seal out more dirt 

and stay cleaner. What’s more, the tighter roll 

Roller Shutters by Country have axles that run 

smoothly and quietly in sealed roller bearings 

meaning no wear, ever. Inferior blinds often 

run no bearing at all, resulting in increased 

noise and premature failure.

Country Roller Shutters can’t get caught 

halfway because we eliminate slat slip through 

the use of machine-inserted end caps. You’ll 

inferior shutters. We think these belong in a 

stationery store…

Our Roller Shutters come in a wide range of 

colours to complement your home. We use 

a double coat of colour topped with tough 

Manual, 12 volt, perhaps voice-controlled? You 

deserve choice in how you operate your Roller 

Shutters, so Country let’s you take your pick:

• Manual operation makes use of an internal 

crank mechanism with a round, edgeless 

cord that won’t wear out prematurely like 

• 12-volt, battery-operated Roller Shutters 

mean you can press a button on a wall-

mounted battery pack or synchronise 

multiple shutters to one remote control. 

Even during a power failure, your battery 

will keep you rolling. 

• If you’d prefer your Roller Shutters to be 

fully motorized, Country have you covered 

from 3-way toggle switching to full Cbus 

control. Want to go even smarter? We can 

design a system you can control with your 

smartphone or synch up with Google Home 

or Amazon Alexa. 

*Country Roller Shutters are manufactured in a dedicated factory based 
in Murray Bridge, South Australia, with support by a local manufacturer.

Smooth, precise and durable. 
Roller Shutters built better by Country.
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Three decades in business has earned Country Blinds the trust of home and business 

owners all over South Australia. Every year, word-of-mouth recommendations 

from happy Country customers mean our reputation for excellence in products and 

service just keeps growing.

Country Blinds is a family-owned, factory-direct supplier, manufacturing in our 

Adelaide Hills factory and installing all over the state with no compromises. That 

means our own installers take care of every single job. Because we make and install 

everything ourselves, we stand behind our products and our workmanship. 

Real value comes from a business with the ability to create a bespoke product 

tailored to your own home, perfectly suited to your décor and lifestyle. When it 

or quality. 

We don’t just have showrooms…we have a factory. When you deal with Country you 

traced back to one place, one name, right here in South Australia. There are no third 

The Country Blinds difference

Thanks for taking the time to understand the many factors that set Country 
Blinds apart. It’s worth noting that we make and install more than Roller 
Shutter  – in fact Country proudly manufactures an enormous range of 
interior and exterior window furnishings to suit all styles of home. 

If you’d like to know more, simply ask your Design Consultant or 
visit
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